
The Kinston Project
Prayer Team Strategy



Prayer is Important
Planting a new church is a spiritual invasion into enemy territory. Surrounding ourselves with a team of
prayer warriors from around the country (or even the world) is the single best thing we can do to clear
the way for people to come to Christ.

Recruiting

Our Goal

Knowing that a new church will always be opposed in the spiritual realm, we are working hard to recruit
at least this many people to be our intercessory prayer team: 12

Signing Up

Here’s how we’re letting people about joining our prayer team (outbound):

Social media and personal conversations

Here’s how people can sign themselves up (inbound):

https://kinstonproject.wufoo.com/forms/z4h266x14xqw64/

2-Way Expectations

When people commit to joining the Prayer Team, here’s what they can expect from the lead planter:

● In depth updates about the planting process
● Weekly prayer requests

When people commit to joining the Prayer Team, here’s what we expect from them:

● Confidentiality
● 20 minutes a week committed to prayer (2-3 mins a day)

Confidentiality

Here’s how we will communicate the need for confidentiality:

As a member of the prayer team, you will have access to information that may or may not be
public yet. We ask that you respect our church planting timeline by not revealing any
information that is shared to the prayer team ahead of time. If we feel this confidentiality has
been broken, you may be removed from the prayer team.



Sending Updates

Sustainability

We will remain consistent and faithful to send out prayer requests but we’ll keep our number or requests
light, limiting them to require no more than: 20 minutes per week

Recurring Schedule

We’ll send out updates every:

Week

Delivery Channel

Here’s how we’ll send updates out:

Text/Email

Topics

Here are the kinds of strategic things we’ll include in our prayer updates:

● Fundraising
● Launch team growth
● Church needs
● Community relationship development
● Personal requests

Transition
We aim to transition this external prayer team into an ongoing internal prayer team by:

January of 2024


